THIS IS NO ORDINARY PREACTION SPRINKLER SYSTEM

A preaction sprinkler system is not an over-the-counter piece of equipment. It is an engineered fire protection system that requires expert ability to assure proper installation and operation. We at UNITED Fire Systems can help you to cost effectively accomplish that.

Enhanced technology preaction detection and control
We are experts in enhanced fire detection and control systems. Our Preaction-Pac is FM Approved with BOTH conventional and addressable releasing control panels. We can competently integrate VESDA air sampling smoke detection for early warning and preaction activation, integrate nitrogen corrosion mitigation, and provide computer graphic annunciation and custom voice messaging technology.

Shop drawings provided
Unlike other manufacturers, UNITED Fire Systems is expert in designing complete preaction sprinkler systems. We can provide necessary job specific detailed fire detection shop drawings for plan review submission, installation, and as-built documentation.

Field tech support provided
Our field technicians provide necessary support for start-up, pre-test, test for authorities, and 24-hour service post installation if needed.

Commitment + Experience + Innovation = UNITED Fire Systems

Choices:
Control Panels: Addressable or conventional
Compressor Sizes: 1/6, 1/3, and 1/2 HP
Preaction Valve Sizes: 1-1/2” through 4”

Visit www.preactionsprinkler.com for complete information on Preaction-Pac.
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